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Ah well, it's not the way it is written? Ah, but of course I do not embraces me, it's silly, it's very complicated, even
for a perverse kind of my talent. Especially with a few new pounds, which came top with my armpits and my
lifejacket. Mae West hideout you, I'm coming!
I never tire of talking about it and again and again is that in ten days I had the opportunity to see some sacred bottles,
many miles, lots of clouds, two earthquakes, by parentheses someone could give me the name of the famous manufacturer
Richter scale? In short, this is the third musketeer of my adventures transcordillère, that is to say, the fourth book as we say
in Savoy. For your nympho know anyway, to get an idea in passing that if the entire Bordeaux wine navigates around
110,000 hectares, it has more or less 15,000 labels, all Chilean vineyard represents roughly 100,000 ha 240 labels. This
allows working on different volumes and to consider means other things. Admittedly, comparison is not right, but here is a
point to know.
Go, Sigmund, car, as this is the last of the series, hang on, I swing, it will list serious girls. Start at the beginning of the
beginning, for it is better to start with a start eh? Concha y Toro from home, the range is hyper-structured, coherent, this is
the first Chilean exporter, even if the title is a bit difficult to define as it moves in two tablespoons of Pau. In this range,
everyone knows the famous Cassillero del Diablo Pinot which found Black in the shelves of our supermarkets and well worth a
visit. But this is well worth a visit if you have the opportunity to ask the truffle over it Terrunyo 100% Carmenere 2007
Pneumo Vineyard, Block 27, Valley Cachapoal; it is the bomb that tore his race serious .
If you prefer more conventional stuff you throw on the Marques de Concha Cabernet Sauvignon 08 Puento Alto vineyard in
the Maipo Valley, is almost archetypal of the idea that one has wines from Chile, Once powerful, dense, rich, really well done
actually.
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At Vina San Pedro, the oldest Chilean exporter, yes I know, we produce something that is called cushy Gato Negro, a war
machine that also haunts the shelves of our stores. But they also produce a small bike that is fun time, Castillo de Molina 09
in Chardonnay Casablanca Valley, a beautiful thing very fat, very rich and round, well-typed new world, but that's what the
can be expected.
At Cono Sur, an area belonging to Concha y Toro but totally independent, it develops biodynamic wines in very sharp, a
range that shoots really high and really deserves a visit. That's when I tasted one of the landmarks of this journey, it is called
Ocio is Pinot Black, 09 of the Casablanca Valley. What to say to sum up just what it is? it is huge, great, great great. The
sort of plonk that looks like a great Burgundy, Chambolle between Belmondo but with a significant maturity without
heaviness. Anyway, in a nutshell, a wine moving.
In the mountains, you might say, Chile is a little piece of cake, is a small estate of several thousand hectares, of which a
thousand vines in the field VIK Millahue, that we may speak very quickly in the tops of the planet. No kidding. First, in terms
of funding in place, both material and human, but also a level that indicates the nature here is just for a wine from vineyards
in their third leaf, simply outstanding. A great wine potential, well no big already. While the price may be a bit prohibitive, but
compared to what is done at the same level elsewhere in the world is totally a joke almost.
In the same vein, a little less crazy, but really taking the road home Quatro Montgras in Colchagua, it's beautiful, rather
complex, in the original assembly and it deserves to be known. Ninquén, always in the same house, always in the same
region is also plenty to write to the family.
Finally, in the style I break my third leg of duck, there is a range that tears it is called Chono, Ventola, Kuyen, anyway,
whatever the variety or vintage, vintage and / or Originally it worth the shot. I still have the idea of a Pedro Ximenez vinified
dry in their homes, which, when I have a little trouble closing their eyes in the night, comforts me and calms me. In short, I
forgot during this long list, I have not finished drawing conclusions from this beautiful trip, I'm not going to do six weeks on
that, it'll end up tired, but I know c is promised, on occasion I'll come back with some extra info.
With regard to the addresses of distributors of these fine wines in our kingdom, if you want to know who and what, please
send an email to the newspaper, they vaguely know where I am. Go, Hasta Siempre as they say me and the next week.
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